Elf Directions
Size Paper to
Cut

Amount Needed
Per Child

red

6x5
(Draw a triangle
from lower corners
to top center.)

1

head / ears
(pieces leftover
after cutting out
head form ears)

peach

5x4
(Cut off corners;
save two corners for
the ears.)

1

arms

green

6x4
1
(trace paper into an (one piece of paper
L shape as shown in forms two arms.)
picture)

body/jacket

green

hands

peach

legs

Body Part

Color

hat / shoes
(pieces leftover
after cutting out hat
form shoes)

9x6

1

(fold down large corners
to form jacket lapel. )

2x2

2
(one piece of paper
forms two half-circle hands.)

yellow

2.5 x 6

2

belt

yellow

1x9

1

buckle

black

1x1

1

(Cut off corners to form
circle, then cut circle in
half to form to hands)

Use cotton balls for the trim.
Red one inch circle stickers form
the buttons.
See picture.
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Arms- one cut forms two
arms.

Rosy cheeks are made by rubbing a
piece of red chalk with a cotton ball,
and then applying it to the face like
blush.

Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer Directions
Size Paper to
Cut

Amount Needed
Per Child

white

3x2
(Cut off corners)

2

eyes

black

2x2
(Cut off corners)

2

nose

red

3x3
(Cut off corners)

1

legs

brown

9 x 1.5

4

antlers

black

6x6
(Trace child’s hands
and cut)

2

head

brown

9x6

1

body

brown

12 x 9
(Cut off corners,
one corner is used
for the tail)

1

Body Part

Color

eyes

(fold down large corners
for chin cutting line,
save corners for ears. )
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Triangle Santa Directions
Each child needs the following:

Body: 12 X 18’’ red paper: Pre-cut into large red triangle.
Boots: 6 x 4” black paper: Kids trace pattern with a white crayon; see scan of
tracer.
Belt: 1.5 x 9’’ black paper: Kids glue onto body and trim off extra paper.
Buckle: 1 x 1’’ yellow: Pre-cut, glue onto center of belt.
Hat: 1.5 x 9’’ white: Pre-cut; kids glue onto triangle about an inch down from top.
Beard: 7 x 7’’ white: Kids trace pattern; see scan of tracer.
Cotton balls (three per child minimum)

Directions:

Pre-cut large red triangles and other pieces of paper. The children should:
1. Glue the white strip about one inch down from the top of the triangle,
forming the hat.
2. Glue a cotton ball at the top of the triangle to form a hat.
3. Draw eyes below the hat with a
black crayon.
4. Trace the beard onto the white paper,
and cut out.
5. Draw a smile onto the beard.
6. Glue the black belt onto the middle of
the triangle, and trim off the extra.
7. Glue the yellow square onto the belt to
form the buckle.
8. Trace the boots onto the black paper.
Cut out, and glue onto the back of the body.
9. Pull cotton balls apart and glue onto the
bottom of the body to form the fur trim.

I recently added arms with a 1.5 x 9 inch
piece of red paper, and a white circle for the
hands. The kids like it better with hands.
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The sleigh was made out of a piece of red butcher paper. I drew it free hand and then
colored it in with a thick black marker, and then laminated it for durability. I bought
some cheap ribbon and stapled it onto the flying reindeer for the harnesses and reins.
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